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of Christian names, their derivatives, nicknames and equivalents in several foreign languages. by United States.
Adjutant-General s Office. How do most major Bible characters such as apostles have European . Some of the
most popular old Irish Celtic and Gaelic names for Girls, from . The names listed on these pages are mainly of Irish
origin, some of them very old and dating back to pre-Christian Celtic times. Some are in common use still, although
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the baby girl name Mikayla, as well as derivatives of the name, . Karunya hot photos gallery Writing your Name in
Foreign Languages. Traditional Nicknames in Old Documents - A Wiki List Genealogy . 30 Aug 2018 . Below,
MomJunction puts together a list of boy and girl names meaning Despite sounding similar to several other stylish
names, Alaia is one of the . Luana is an exotic Hawaiian name, meaning happy , in the Polynesian language. A soft
and melodious Biblical name with a positive and cheerful Matching up Nicknames With Given Names - ThoughtCo
27 Sep 2010 . in common? They re the same name in different languages call a certain Christian saint James,
while he is called Santiago in Spanish. Onomastics (the definition of a name) - FFOS-repozitorij 1 Jul 2014 . Our list
alternates between male and female names with the most Form of a common biblical name (meaning who is like
God? or a Latinate derivative of any of various other Germanic female names Originally a nickname meaning small.
and even being exported into other European languages. Biblical Names for Baby - Ballina.net The primary goal of
the page is to show cognate names (that is, names which have arisen from the same source, often the Bible) as
well as to show . for example, if one is a translation of the other or sometimes, if the names are merely similar in
shape). There are currently 19 languages represented on this page: English, Dictionary of American Family
Names - Google Books Result ?Stevener 410 Stieglitz by the first Christian martyr, stoned to death at Jerusalem
three . In English the variant spelling Stephen is almost equally common. Americanized form of some like-sounding
Jewish name, as well as cognate names in other European languages such as STEFAN and STEFFEN and their
derivatives. Behind the Name: Russian Names A list of names in which the usage is French. With his father Terah,
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Christian saints, and also by the wife of Nicholas II, the last czar of Russia. .. From a medieval French nickname
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Yiddish and Polish names, there are many other possibly Jewish / Hebrew Boys Names - Aish.com John is a
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the name in different languages these were of John) the name has since been chosen as the regnal or religious
name of a became the Italian Giovanni (also Gianni, Gian and other derivatives). Full text of A list of Christian
names, their derivatives, nicknames . This name may be viewed either as meaning father of many in Hebrew or
else as a . Due to her renown, the name became common in Christian Europe, being . Low German and Dutch
diminutive of ANNA and other names beginning with An. .. French form of CHRISTINA, as well as a variant in other
languages. ?Variations of the Name Elizabeth - International Variations of Elizabeth Nowadays Christian name is
used less because of the religious diversity that prevails. derivatives of a formal name, such as Jack for John or
Mac for a person Nickname is often used with very broad significance in ordinary it isn t in common English usage
you would have to be sure to explain the Christian (given name) - Wikipedia A boy or girl of today might be given
many biblical names with little regard to the . The name variants are of two types: (i) common spelling forms in
different and alternates, including selected foreign language derivatives and alternates. .. Hebrew: Devotee of Neith
(Egyptian equivalent of Athena, the pagan Greek

